In a world where headline news events are often out of our control, one thing that can be managed is the delivery of liquidity to the supply chain through effective supply chain finance. Supply chain finance programs provide consistent and cost-effective sources of liquidity to suppliers, can be drawn upon at any time and preserve availability of credit lines. Delivering a reliable source of liquidity in times of uncertainty is prudent for any financial executive.

**Coming of Age**
Supplier financing has developed significantly since the credit crunch began in late 2008. Previously seen as a source of financing for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) or for companies in distress, an increasing number of companies – particularly large multinationals with strong credit ratings – have recognized the potential to help unlock liquidity and increase the power of the financial supply chain. Many view supply chain financing as a stopgap technique during troubled times. However, as markets have begun to ease globally, its value remains undiminished and will likely become even greater in the coming years. With more conservative credit models and more stringent banking regulations, credit will not be as cheap or accessible as in pre-crisis days. Optimizing liquidity remains key to funding future investments.

**Benefits Beyond Working Capital Improvements**
Historically, many companies used supply chain financing as a tool to improve working capital, an advantage closely held by the sponsor company, or the buyer. While increasing days payable continues to be a primary benefit, buyers today are finding that the injection of liquidity is a significant benefit, freeing up credit lines for investment and growth. Often, this investment results in increased productivity, further reducing costs.
During 2008 and 2009, companies with supply chain finance structures in place were able to weather the financial crisis more comfortably than those without. Why? Across the globe, SMEs were starved of working capital and access to credit was simply shut off. However, corporates with programs in place were able to leverage their strong credit standing to deliver low cost liquidity to their suppliers. Indeed, the stability of the supply chain often depended on this source of financing.

The weakness of the US dollar is another trend affecting working capital. For example, trade flows into Asia from large North American retailers are mostly in US dollars, which is devaluing against other Asian currencies. Many of these Asian suppliers are highly developed manufacturers with significant local currency supply chains of their own. The ability to finance receivables well ahead of the payment term (often 60 to 90 days) provides sophisticated suppliers with an effective hedging tool on their US dollar receivable position.

**Successful Partnerships in Global and Emerging Markets**

Major multinationals want a partner that can deliver a consistent service globally. Companies such as Kimberly Clark and Stanley Black and Decker, two companies at the forefront of treasury management and Treasury & Risk magazine's Alexander Hamilton award recipients, (an annual award to top companies and multinationals for ‘excellence and innovation in treasury management’) demand delivery of a consistent program globally.

Multinational companies not only require consistency in technology, but also a consistent approach to bringing suppliers on board, deft program management capabilities and local people on the ground. This consistency delivers significant cost reductions as the need for training, technology re-engineering and legal work is minimized.

Regional nuances overseeing program implementation and getting suppliers on board are very real. In the US, contact with suppliers can generally be conducted by telephone. However, in many cultures – Asia a prime example – corporates want to meet their trade partners and do business face to face. The extent in which a partner bank has local resources and is attuned to local business practice is therefore crucial to the success of a supply chain finance program.

In addition, more companies from emerging markets are going global and looking to expand their local supply chain finance programs across the new regions in which they are doing business. Like established multinationals, these companies are looking for a consistent approach when entering Asia, Europe, the Middle East, Africa or Latin America. It is vital that their trade bank is investing time and resources in nurturing relationships with corporates in these growing emerging markets and will support their supply chain finance programs through the same methodology as they have done with the biggest multinationals.

Although Asia is a region in name, attention to country-specific regulations is vital. Companies are looking for a global banking partner that has the ability to deliver through experienced local teams in individual Asian countries and enables them to leverage programs that they may have implemented in other regions. In addition, more discussions are taking place with emerging market corporates looking for domestic programs. China, South Korea and Australia are markets where there is a particularly strong growing interest in domestic programs.
In the Trenches: Compliance

For many companies it is important to maintain trade payables treatment and keep supply chain finance transactions off balance sheet. They need a trade bank that has worked across its own network of accountants, structured finance experts and accounting policy specialists to deliver structures that maintain trade payable treatment.

Moreover, within Asia there are a good deal of cross-border flows and cross-border financing. Whether doing business in Asia or any other part of the world, it is critical to understand the regulatory implications, including tax, financing and marketing, to name just a few. In conducting business both globally and locally, understanding what corporates are allowed and not allowed to do, as well as the ramifications of certain actions, is crucial.

In certain markets, cross-border financing is cheaper than in-country financing. For example, US dollar financing onshore in China is more expensive than offshore in China. An experienced banking partner with the breadth of regulatory, trade finance and transaction banking expertise at the local country level can help structure a deal whereby the company gets optimal benefits from such discrepancies in funding and ensures a transaction is conducted within local regulatory guidelines. Programmes must comply with local regulations first, of course, and then benefit the business.

Why are Some Programs More Successful Than Others?

The single most important factor to the success of supply chain finance programs is engagement, specifically engagement across multiple corporate functions. As described earlier, the goal of supply chain finance has historically been to improve working capital, an initiative generally led by the treasury function or directed by the CFO.

However other corporate divisions will be involved as a supply chain finance program gets implemented. Procurement, accounts payable and information systems, each with their own priorities, directives and generally tight resources also need to get on board. These distinct functions need to work together for a program to be successful.

To achieve this, a best practices approach is to show both company-wide and division-specific benefits to all involved. Specific examples include better terms and reduced COGS for procurement, reduction in supplier account maintenance for accounts payable and streamlined system-to-system integration for information systems. Once a common goal of supporting a corporate initiative has been established, organizations generally work together better.

Supply chain finance programs should be viewed as long lasting and ongoing and the banking partner should stay involved well after a program has been launched. Companies with personnel dedicated to supply chain can achieve even greater success. These resources can continue to spearhead good relationships across the organization as well as helping to grow the program by adding new divisions or integrating acquisitions. A coordinated effort and long-term engagement are just two keys to success.

In contrast, the reasons for an unsuccessful supply chain finance program include poor communication, poor planning and a lack of vision. For example, a company will not be able to get a program up and running if it doesn't have the technology resources secured in the near and medium-term to implement it.

Poor communication will manifest itself when trying to engage organizational divisions that don't normally work in a coordinated fashion. A team comprised of individuals with the right leadership and project management skills needs to be assembled in order to get all parties working together effectively.

In addition, a lack of vision from within an organization can also challenge a program's success. Engaging and educating managers and staff on the short-, medium- and long-term benefits of a supply chain finance program and directing that cross-functional divisions be accountable to the success of the program is essential.

“Many view supply chain finance as a stopgap financing technique during troubled times. However, as markets have begun to ease globally, the value of supply chain finance remains undiminished and will likely be even greater in the coming years.”
Financing Challenges for SMEs and Suppliers

Like their US counterparts, financing markets for SMEs in Asia is tight. Large corporates have sufficient access to liquidity but smaller organizations don’t or if they do, it’s at less than desirable terms. They should keep an eye on the effect of Basel III. It is expected that Basel III will further tighten credit markets and the regulation may shift more liquidity to large corporates, hurting SMEs.

In many situations suppliers are not asking buyers for a program or indicating a need for one. This, in turn, makes many large corporates hesitant about deploying a program and asking hundreds, if not thousands, of suppliers to sign up. Across programs implemented by one leading bank, though, more than 60% of suppliers signed up for the program and availed themselves of financing immediately.

Suppliers often view a request for credit programs from their clients as a potential sign of weakness. In most circumstances this is simply not true. In the end, the key lesson from many buyers is that just because their suppliers aren’t asking for financing doesn’t mean they don’t need it or won’t find it useful.

For more information about Citi’s Global Transaction Services, please visit [www.transactionservices.citi.com](http://www.transactionservices.citi.com).
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